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ABSTRACT
The movement of real users often follows some patterns that
can be characterized by certain statistical metrics of the con-
tacts. Such metrics are useful for nodes to make routing
decisions, especially in sparse mobile ad hoc networks where
instantaneous network connectivity is rare and messages are
delivered using store-carry-forward routing. None of the sta-
tistical metrics used in existing routing algorithms considers
the dependency between neighboring contacts, thus result-
ing in an inaccurate estimation of message delays over paths.
In this paper, a new metric called the expected dependent
delay that characterizes the expected delay of a contact de-
pendent on the previous hop is proposed. With this new
metric, the closed-form expression for the expected delay of
a path is given and can be further simplified in highly par-
titioned mobile networks. Simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm has a significant improvement in terms
of the message delay than those that consider only the de-
livery probability or the expected delay.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Network Protocols]: Routing Protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Theory

Keywords
Delay Tolerant Networks, Routing, Dependent Delay

1. INTRODUCTION
In ad hoc networks where mobile nodes are sparsely dis-

tributed, network partitioning is frequent, and nodes con-
nect only intermittently. Such networks also belong to a
broader notion of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1], where
a complete path from a source to a destination does not al-
ways exist or such a path is highly unstable after it has been
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discovered. To enable data delivery in mobile networks with
intermittent connectivity, a new routing approach called
store-carry-forward (SCF) routing [2] has been used. In SCF
routing, a node may need to buffer a message for a certain
amount of time and wait for an appropriate next-hop to ap-
pear in its communication range. To make good routing
decisions, a node needs to gather certain information to de-
cide whether a neighbor node is an “appropriate” next-hop;
if not, how long it should “hold on” to a message until a
good candidate shows up in range.

A number of SCF routing protocols have been proposed
[2]. When future node movement is known ahead of time,
depending on the amount of knowledge about network topol-
ogy characteristics and traffic demands, several routing al-
gorithms can be selected [3]. On the other hand, when the
node movement schedule is not known beforehand, forward-
ing decisions can be made with the help of past records of
meeting with other nodes [4, 5] or certain knowledge about
node movement patterns [6, 7]. In networks where node
mobility is not completely random, such knowledge can be
used to predict the future movement and improve the mes-
sage delivery performance.

In this paper, we first explore in Section 2 different types
of contact statistics that have been used to help make rout-
ing decisions. Specifically, the delivery probability and the
expected delay are evaluated through examples and analysis
in Section 3. We find that the delivery probability cannot
accurately characterize the delay property of a contact. On
the other hand, it is shown in Section 4 that the expected
delay lacks the ability to model the dependency among con-
tacts, which is shown through simulations to exist in sparse
networks with non-random node movement. A new metric
called the expected dependent delay, which exploits the spa-
tial dependency between neighboring contacts, is proposed.
Unlike the expected delay, the estimation of the expected de-
pendent delay does not assume that message arrivals at all
intermediate nodes are uniform. Furthermore, the expected
delay of a path can be precisely formulated by a function of
the expected delay and the expected dependent delay of the
contacts along the path. In highly partitioned mobile net-
works where two consecutive hops on a path rarely occur at
the same time, the path delay can be further approximated
by a simple form. The performance of routing algorithms
using different statistical metrics in single-copy routing is
evaluated by simulations in Section 5. Simulations verify
that our method gives a better estimation of the path delay,
where the saving in message delay can be as large as 14%-
22% even in a network with weak contact dependency. The



improvement in routing performance is also robust against
the effects of the limited buffer size and the increase of traf-
fic load. Some related work is covered in Section 6. Finally,
conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.

2. CONTACT INVARIANTS
In networks with intermittent connectivity, the links that

connecting communication entities (i.e., nodes) can go up
and down over time, due to node mobility, failures, or other
reasons. A contact occurs when a link is up for some time
and is marked by its start and end times, capacity, latency,
endpoints, and direction [8].

In most DTN applications, node movement is not totally
random. For example, the nodes can be PDAs that are car-
ried by people [9]. Node movement is affected by human de-
cisions and socialization behaviors. In the UMass DieselNet
project [10], mobile nodes are buses that run on schedule and
follow pre-determined routes. When the node movement is
non-random, some statistical metrics of the contacts can be
retrieved to characterize the regularity of the connectivity
pattern. Such metrics are referred to as “invariants” in this
paper. Based on the statistical invariants, future contacts
can be predicted to some extent according to past contact
records. In this section, different types of contact invariants
that have been used by existing SCF routing protocols are
reviewed.

2.1 Delivery Probability
Delivery probability P (a, b) ∈ [0, 1] is a probability metric

describing the likelihood that node a will be able to deliver
a message to node b. In the literature, there are generally
two groups of methods to estimate the delivery probability:
contact-frequency based estimation or contact-availability
based estimation.

Using the contact-frequency based estimation, the delivery
probability is increased whenever two nodes meet each other
either directly [4] or indirectly via other intermediate nodes
[4, 10]. Furthermore, [5] uses a Kalman Filter to adaptively
predict the delivery probability based on the context infor-
mation such as the rate of changes of connectivity. In all
the above cases, the delivery probability is mainly affected
by the contact frequency1, i.e., how often two nodes meet
each other. When selecting a next-hop node to forward a
message, a node would prefer the neighbor that meets the
destination more often.

To include the effect of contact duration, another ap-
proach defines the delivery probability P (a, b) as follows [11,
12]:

P (a, b) =

P
(time when link ab is up)

length of time window
. (1)

The above formula calculates the percentage of time that
link ab is up in the time window, i.e., the contact availabil-
ity. Therefore, this approach is referred to as the contact-
availability based estimation in this paper.

2.2 Expected Delay
The expected delay was first used in [3] as an option to

compute the cost of a path when the exact contact sched-
ule is unknown. Such routing algorithm is called the mean

1The PROPHET protocol [4] also reduces the delivery prob-
ability with a decaying factor if two nodes have not met each
other for a long time.
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Figure 2: A counter example for the contact-
frequency based estimation.

expected delay (MED), where the path with the minimum
accumulated expected delay of contacts is selected to be the
shortest path. Assuming that all message arrival times are
equally likely, the expected delay of a contact between nodes
a and b shown in Fig. 1 is estimated as follows [13]:

W (a, b) =

Pm

i=1 d2
i

2T
, (2)

where T is the duration of the time window, m is the total
number of disconnected periods between a and b within T ,
and di is the duration of the ith disconnection period.

3. DELIVERY PROBABILITY VERSUS
EXPECTED DELAY

Given different metrics retrieved from the contact records,
which one better characterizes the invariant in contact sta-
tistics and can be used to better predict future contacts?
In this section, we evaluate the delivery probability and the
expected delay through examples and analysis.

3.1 Limitation of Delivery Probability
Although to some extent, the contact frequency reflects

how probable two nodes meet each other, it does not tell
how long each contact lasts. As a counter example, Fig.
2 shows the contact record of two links l1 and l2, where li
(i = 1, 2) is between node ui and destination v, and ui is a
node that is currently in contact with the node carrying a
message. As seen in the figure, l1 has been up for a long time
and then turns down, whereas l2 turns up and down more
frequently. According to the rules adopted by the contact-
frequency based estimation, u2 has more chances to increase
its delivery probability to v than u1. But intuitively, u1

should be a better candidate than u2 to forward a message
to destination v.

On the other hand, when using Eqn. (1) to estimate the
delivery probability, the contact frequency does not play any
role, which would result in some discrepancy. For example,
suppose that the contact records of two links l1 and l2 are
illustrated in Fig. 3, where li (i = 1, 2) is the link between ui

and destination v, as in the previous example. The contact
periods of l1 and l2 are τ and 2τ , respectively. According to
Eqn. (1), the delivery probability of two links are both 0.5.
If based on the delivery probability, every message has an
equal chance to be forwarded to u1 and u2. However, the
expected delays of links l1 and l2 are W1 = τ

4
and W2 = τ

2
,
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Figure 3: A counter example for the contact-
availability based estimation.

respectively. Therefore, all messages should be transmitted
to node u1 to achieve a shorter delay.

3.2 Comparison between Two Invariants
A quantitative comparison between the delivery probabil-

ity and the expected delay is given below. Suppose that the
delivery probability (p) between nodes a and b in Fig. 1 is
estimated based on the contact availability using Eqn. (1).
Then,

p = P (a, b) = 1 −

Pm

i=1 di

T
. (3)

Note that since di ≥ 0,

mX
i=1

d2
i ≤

 
mX

i=1

di

!2

= (1 − p)2T 2. (4)

The equality holds when m = 1, i.e., only one contact oppor-
tunity exists during the observation window T . Moreover,

mX
i=1

d2
i ≥

1

m

 
mX

i=1

di

!2

=
(1 − p)2

m
T 2. (5)

The above inequality is derived by the Cauchy-Schwarz in-

equality. The equality holds if and only if di = (1−p)T
m

, for
i = 1, 2, · · · , m. In other words, when the distribution of link
down time intervals is uniform,

Pm

i=1 d2
i obtains the mini-

mum value. Combining Inequalities (4) and (5) and using
Eqn. (2),

(1 − p)2

2m
T ≤ W (a, b) ≤

(1 − p)2

2
T. (6)

Therefore, when two links have the same delivery probability
based on the contact-availability estimation, their expected
delays can still differ by m times. If m is large, such differ-
ence is significant, which indicates that the delivery proba-
bility based on contact availability is not an accurate metric.
This motivates us to evaluate contacts from the delay aspect,
instead of from the delivery-probability aspect.

4. EXPECTED DEPENDENT DELAY
According to the algorithm in [3, 13], the expected delay

of a path is calculated as the sum of the expected delay of
all contacts on the path. The assumption behind the calcu-
lation is that the delays of contacts on the path are inde-
pendent. Does this assumption hold for highly partitioned
mobile networks where node movement is not random? If
not, how far is the above calculation from the actual path
delay?

4.1 A Motivating Example
A motivating example is illustrated in Fig. 4. Suppose

that the communication range of three nodes a, b, and c
is R. a and c are two fixed nodes that are located with a

l(a,b)

l(b,c)a b c

2R

Figure 4: A motivating example of three nodes with
dependent contacts.

Table 1: Parameters used in the simulated network
Number of hubs M = 10
Radius of each hub area Rh = 100
Number of nodes n = 50
Communication range of nodes Rn = 150
Number of hubs in a node’s hublist Nm = 5
Minimum speed outside hubs Vmin = 10
Maximum speed outside hubs Vmax = 50
Maximum time inside a hub Tmax = 50

distance of 2R, i.e., a and c can never communicate directly.
Node b moves back and forth between node a and c with a
fixed speed. l(a, b) and l(b, c) are contacts between a and b,
b and c, respectively. Whenever l(a, b) is up, l(b, c) must be
down, and vice versa. In other words, the status of one link
would tell the status of the other, i.e., l(a, b) and l(b, c) are
dependent.

If Eqn. (2) is used to calculate the expected delay, then
W (a, b) = W (b, c) = τ

4
, where τ is the time that b takes

to move from a to c and is also the duration of both con-
tacts. If the expected delay of path abc is calculated by
summing up the expected delays of l(a, b) and l(b, c), then
W (abc) = W (a, b) + W (b, c) = τ

2
. When we take the de-

pendency of these two links into consideration, however,
the expected delay of path abc should be W (abc) = 0.5 ×
W (abc|l(a, b) is up) + 0.5 × W (abc|l(a, b) is down) = 0.5 ×
τ
2

+0.5× ( τ
2

+ τ ) = τ , which is twice of τ
2
. From this simple

example, we can see that the dependency between contacts
cannot be ignored when evaluating the path delay, especially
when the node movement follows some pattern and contacts
between different node pairs are dependent.

4.2 Dependency between Neighboring Contacts
To verify our perception, we evaluate the correlation co-

efficients of link pairs in a simulated network model. This
network consists of n nodes in a 1000 × 1000 area. M hubs
are randomly located in the square, and each hub covers a
circular shape with a range of Rh. These circular hub areas
do not overlap with each other. The hubs represent popu-
lar places that the nodes will stop by. The communication
range of all nodes is Rn. Among the n nodes, M are stable
at the center of each hub; the rest are variable in location.
The movement of the mobile nodes follows a certain social
behavior. Specifically, each moving node randomly selects
Nm hubs as its waypoints and forms a hublist. Initially,
every active node is randomly located in the entire square
area and moves toward the first waypoint on its hublist with
a random speed in [Vmin, Vmax]. Once a node reaches the
target hub, it chooses a slower speed in (0, Vmin] and moves
inside the hub area for a random time between (0, Tmax].
After the timer expires, the node moves to the next way-
point on its hublist. The simulation parameters are given
in Table 1. With this setting, at any time instant, there
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Figure 5: PDF of correlation coefficient (ρ) between
neighbor contact pairs.

exist only a few contacts, and the entire network is highly
partitioned.

We compute the correlation coefficient (ρ) of every two
neighboring contacts. Suppose that the status of a contact
is either 1 (up) or 0 (down), i.e., the contact status is a
Bernoulli random variable, the correlation coefficient (ρ1,2)
of two neighboring contacts l1 and l2 (l1 and l2 have a com-
mon endpoint) is calculated as

ρ1,2 =
cov(l1, l2)

σ1σ2
=

µ1,2 − p1p2p
(p1 − p2

1) · (p2 − p2
2)

, (7)

where µ1,2 = P{l1 = l2 = 1} is the probability that both
l1 and l2 are up at the same time, pi (i = 1, 2) is the de-
livery probability of contact li and is calculated using Eqn.
(1). The correlation coefficient ρ1,2 ∈ [−1, 1] measures the
dependency of the statuses of two links l1 and l2. When
ρ1,2 = 0, l1 and l2 are uncorrelated. Generally, ρ1,2 = 0
does not lead to independency between l1 and l2; however,
for Bernoulli random variables like the contact status in our
case, ρ1,2 = 0 also means that l1 and l2 are independent.

Twenty different mobile network models are generated us-
ing different seeds. After the simulation runs for 10000 time
units for all 20 network models, the PDF of the correlation
coefficient averaged over 20 runs is shown in Fig. 5. The
dashed line in the center depicts the percentage of neigh-
bor contact pairs whose correlation coefficient is zero, i.e.,
independent of each other. The results show that under
the given mobile network scenario, only 9.48% of neighbor
contact pairs are independent, and a majority (86.17%) of
correlation coefficients span over the range of [−0.3, 0.4], ex-
cluding 0. Therefore, the dependency between neighbor con-
tact pairs cannot be ignored. If a path has multiple hops,
the expected delay of the path may not necessarily be the
sum of the expected delay of each hop on the path. On the
other hand, Fig. 5 also tells that close to 90% of the corre-
lation coefficients are in [−0.1, 0.1], including 0. Thus, the
dependency between neighboring contacts in this simulated
network model is not strong.

We also check µ for neighbor contact pairs. In our gen-
erated network model, the probability that two neighboring

w1 w3w2
wm−1 wm

l(a,b)

T

l(b,c)

=0

Figure 6: Two neighboring contacts.

links are up at the same time is extremely low. Specifically,
above 99% of the pairs have a small probability (< 0.05) to
be up at the same time.

4.3 Expected Dependent Delay
To characterize the dependency between neighboring con-

tacts, we define the expected dependent delay as the expected
delay of a contact depending on a previous hop. Specifically,
the following equation is used to estimate the expected de-
pendent delay of contact bc depending on node a, where
both a and c are b’s neighbors:

W|a(b, c) =

Pm

i=1 wi

m
, (8)

where wi is the time waiting for contact bc from the time
that contact ab goes up, and m is the number of time that
contact ab goes up in the time window, as shown in Fig. 6.
If contact bc is up when ab rises up the ith time, wi = 0.
Eqn (8) takes the dependency of contacts into considera-
tion. If links ab and bc have a negative correlation coef-
ficient, then P{l(b, c) = 0|l(a, b) = 1} > P{l(b, c) = 0},
and the expected delay of contact bc since contact ab is
up is longer than the “independent” expected delay, i.e.,
W|a(b, c) > W (b, c). This can also be confirmed by the ex-
ample in Fig. 4, where the expected dependent delay of
contact bc on a is W|a(b, c) = τ , which is longer than the
expected delay W (b, c) = τ

4
. On the other hand, if the cor-

relation coefficient of ab and bc is positive, then W|a(b, c) <
W (b, c). In the case that the movement of a, b, c is inde-
pendent, contact ab can hardly tell any information about
contact bc, then W|a(b, c) = W (b, c), and Eqn. (2) would be
a good estimation of the delay.

4.4 Expected Delay of a Path
In this section, we attempt to arrive at the closed-form ex-

pression of the expected delay of a path, given the expected
delay and the expected dependent delay of contacts on the
path.

Suppose that Pn = (u0, u1, u2, ..., un) is a path consisting
of n hops (n ≥ 2), where ui is a node along the path. li is
the contact between node ui−1 and ui, i = 1, ..., n. We use
W (li) to denote expected delay W (ui−1, ui) and W|ui−2

(li)
for expected dependent delay W|ui−2

(ui−1, ui). W (Pn) is
the expected delay of path Pn. The following equation is
the closed-form expression of the expected delay of Pn:

W (Pn) = W (Pn−1) +
�
1 −

µn−2,n−1

pn−2

�
× W|un−2

(ln)

+
�

µn−2,n−1

pn−2

·
pn−1−µn−1,n

pn−1

�
× W (ln)

1−pn
,

(9)

where W (P1) = W (l1), p0 and l0 are introduced for conve-
nience, and p0 = 1, µ0,1 = p1.
Proof: When n = 2, let W 0(P2) and W 1(P2) be the ex-
pected delay of P2, given that the first link l1 is down or



up when a message arrives. Using the formula of W (li|li =

0) = W (li)
1−pi

and P{l2 = 0|l1 = 1} =
p1−µ1,2

p1

,

W 0(P2) = W (l1)
1−p1

+ W|u0
(l2)

W 1(P2) =
p1−µ1,2

p1
× W (l2)

1−p2

. (10)

The expected delay of a 2-hop path P2 can be calculated as:

W (P2) = (1 − p1) × W 0(P2) + p1 × W 1(P2)

= W (l1) + (1 − p1) × W|u0
(l2) + (p1 − µ1,2) ×

W (l2)
1−p2

.

(11)
Since W (l1) = W (P1) and

µ0,1

p0

= p1, the above result

matches Eqn. (9) when n = 2.
When n ≥ 3,

W (Pn) = W (Pn−1)+
P{ln−1 = 0|ln−2 = 1} × W|un−2

(ln)+

P{ln−1 = 1|ln−2 = 1} × P{ln = 0|ln−1 = 1} × W (ln)
1−pn

,

(12)
where P{ln−1 = 0|ln−2 = 1} = 1 −

µn−2,n−1

pn−2

reflects the

probability that a message stops at node un−2 and waits
for contact ln−1 to go up to reach node un−1; P{ln−1 =

1|ln−2 = 1} · P{ln = 0|ln−1 = 1} =
µn−2,n−1

pn−2

·
pn−1−µn−1,n

pn−1

is the probability that contacts ln−2 and ln−1 are both up
but ln is down, i.e., a message doesn’t stop at node un−2

and the message arrival at node un−1 is uniform in ln−1’s
up period. Plugging the probabilities back into Eqn. (12)
leads to Eqn. (9).

We can also verify the result for the 2-hop path in the ex-
ample in Fig. 4, where µl(a,b),l(b,c) = 0, p1 = p2 = 0.5, W (a, b) =
W (b, c) = τ

4
, and W|a(b, c) = τ . The path delay is calculated

using Eqn. (11) as W (abc) = τ
4
+(1−0.5)×τ+ 0.5

1−0.5
× τ

4
= τ ,

which matches the analysis in Section 4.1.
In highly partitioned mobile networks, it is very rare that

two consecutive hops on a path occur at the same time,
which is also the reason that the SCF routing is proposed.
Therefore, when n ≥ 3, µn−2,n−1 is close to zero, the third
term in Eqn. (9) is very small and can be ignored, and
the second term can be approximated by W|un−2

(ln), which
results in the following formula:

W (Pn) = W (Pn−1) + W|un−2
(ln). (13)

The delay of a 2-hop path can be approximated by

W (P2) = W (l1)+(1−p1)×W|u0
(l2)+

p1

1 − p2
×W (l2). (14)

When p1 and p2 are small, W (P2) ≈ W (l1)+W|u0
(l2), which

also satisfies Eqn. (13).
As a special case, if all nodes move independent of each

other, µi,i+1 = pipi+1 and W|ui−2
(li) = W (li). Using Eqn.

(9), the expected delay of a path is reduced to the sum of
the expected delay of all hops along the path, i.e., W (Pn) =Pn

i=1 W (li).

4.5 Discussion
If the expected path delay is calculated as in [3, 13], the

dependency of neighboring contacts is not taken into consid-
eration. Furthermore, the calculation of the expected delay
following Eqn. (2) assumes that the message arrivals at all
intermediate nodes are uniform. In sparse mobile networks
where the contact opportunity is infrequent, however, mes-
sages usually get “stuck” in intermediate nodes and wait for

the next-hop to appear. Once an appropriate next-hop ap-
pears in range, all messages for this neighbor are forwarded
immediately. Therefore, for intermediate nodes (other than
the source), message arrivals would be highly non-uniform,
more specifically, clustered at the time when the contact
turns up. Hence, simply adding up the expected delay of all
links as the expected path delay is not a good estimation.

Our estimation of the expected path delay considers the
dependency of contacts on the previous hop. Moreover, us-
ing Eqn. (8), the dependent delay starts to accumulate ever
since the previous contact is available. For intermediate
nodes where message arrivals are clustered in the beginning
of a contact, we believe that such estimation is more accu-
rate.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate different contact invariants

and their effects on routing performance. Mobile network
models are generated using the same parameters as in Sec-
tion 4.2. As observed previously, the probability that two
neighboring contacts are both up is very low. Specifically,
over 99% of the pairs have a probability smaller than 0.05
to be up at the same time. Therefore, the approximation in
Eqn. (13) is well qualified.

In each simulation run, a mobile network model is gener-
ated using a new seed. In the first 10000 time units, nodes
gather contact statistics required for each routing algorithm.
After this initial statistics gathering period, messages are
generated following the Poisson arrival. Each message ran-
domly selects two fixed nodes at different hubs as its source
and destination. A shortest path is calculated using the
Dijkstra’s algorithm with different methods of computing
the link cost. Specifically, the following algorithms are im-
plemented:

1. Maximum delivery probability (MDP) [11]: The cost
for a path is

P
1/P (ui, ui+1), where P (ui, ui+1) is the

delivery probability of each contact on the path and is
estimated based on the contact availability using Eqn.
(1).

2. Minimum expected delay (MED) [3]: The path cost
is the sum of the expected delay W (ui, ui+1) of all
contacts on the path, and W (ui, ui+1) is estimated
using Eqn. (2).

3. Minimum expected dependent delay (MEDD): The path
cost is the sum of the expected delay of the first hop
and the expected dependent delay W|ui−1

(ui, ui+1) of
the remaining contacts on the previous hop using Eqn.
(13). W|ui−1

(ui, ui+1) is estimated by Eqn. (8).

For the MEDD algorithm, we modified the Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm to calculate the link cost, taking account of the de-
pendency on the previous hop. Moreover, to avoid abrupt
changes in the estimation, the expected dependent delay of
a contact is used only if there is enough number of records
available. Specifically, we use Eqn. (8) to calculate the
expected dependent delay only if m ≥ 8. Otherwise, the
expected delay calculated by Eqn. (2) is used instead.

To exclude the influence of other factors, we make the
following assumptions in our simulation:

• Each node has contention-free access to the wireless
channel. At the time scales that we are considering,
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MAC level retransmissions and delays can be safely
ignored.

• Contact capacity is unlimited so that the transmission
delay can be ignored.

• The node communication range is not too far so that
the propagation delay can be ignored.

• Single-copy routing is considered; each message fol-
lows the shortest path calculated by the Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm.

5.1 Scenario I: Infinite Buffer Size
In the first scenario, we assume that every node has an in-

finite buffer size so that messages are not discarded because
of buffer overflow. In each simulation run, 100 messages are
inserted into the network, and messages follow Poisson ar-
rival process with an average interval of 10 time units. A
simulation run is stopped when all messages are successfully
delivered to their destinations. We measured the average
message delay for 100 independent runs.

We consider two difference cases. In the first case (re-
ferred to as “static routing”), the statistics gathered in the
first 10000 time units are used to calculate the link costs.
After this first information gathering phase, these statis-
tics are not updated. Hence, the shortest path between a
source-destination pair does not change, and a message al-
ways follows the shortest path calculated at the source. The
second case is called “dynamic routing”, where nodes keep
gathering new information after the initial 10000 time units.
A message will follow an updated shortest path as it passes
a new node on the way. The “per-contact routing” concept
in [13] is also adopted, where the routing table is recom-
puted each time when a contact arrives and the links to the
neighbors that are currently in contact are “short-circuited”
(the link cost is set to zero).

The comparison of the average message delay using dif-
ferent algorithms under these two cases is given in Fig. 7.
The results show that MEDD based on the expected depen-
dent delay achieves the best performance in terms of the
message delay. Compared with MDP and MED, the de-
lay improvement in static routing case is as large as 17.98%

and 14.08%, respectively. Moreover, when dynamic routing
is adopted, the message delay performance can be further
improved to 21.70% saving than MDP and 19.89% saving
than MED. This improvement is the result of the knowl-
edge of the dependent delay, which reflects the dependency
of the node movement. It should be noted that in our sim-
ulation model, the dependency of neighboring contacts is
not strong. As mentioned in Section 4.2, about 86.17% of
the neighbor contact pairs have a nonzero correlation coeffi-
cient in [−0.3, 0.4], but most of the values fall in [−0.1, 0.1].
In such a network model with weak contact dependency, the
performance improvement of MEDD over MDP and MED is
yet apparent. If the dependency is higher, we expect MEDD
to have even greater improvement than other algorithms.

5.2 Scenario II: Limited Buffer Size
In the second simulation scenario, we evaluate the effect

of the limited buffer size on routing performance of MEDD.
We first set the message interval to 10 and change the buffer
limit from 1 message to 10 messages. If a new message is
forwarded to a node and finds the buffer full, this message
is dropped. That is, the buffer management policy is first-
in-first-out (FIFO). Similar to the previous setting, nodes
gather contact statistics in the first 10000 time units. After
that, messages are generated following the Poisson arrival
until 15000 time units. We measured the average delay of
successfully delivered messages and the successful message
delivery ratio, where the only failure recorded is message
dropping as the result of buffer overflow. The results are
averages of 10 independent runs with different seeds.

The message delay and success ratio results of MDP, MED,
and MEDD for both static routing and dynamic routing are
depicted in Fig. 8. When the buffer limit is at least 5,
the increase of buffer limits does not have any effect on the
message delivery performance, i.e., no message is dropped
because of buffer overflow. In terms of delay, MEDD per-
forms consistently the best under both static and dynamic
routing. When the delivery ratio is considered, MEDD al-
ways has a larger ratio than MDP and MED in static rout-
ing. Although MEDD has a slightly smaller success ratio
in dynamic routing when the buffer limit is small (≤ 2),
the delay improvement of MEDD is consistent in all cases
(at least 18%-25% shorter than MDP and at least 13%-18%
shorter than MED). Therefore, the overall message delivery
performance of MEDD can be guaranteed, especially when a
sufficiently large buffer size is provided (≥ 5 in the simulated
network model).

Next, we fix the buffer limit to 3 and change the message
arrival interval. The delay and ratio performance of the
three algorithms is given in Fig. 9. The figures show that
the good performance of MEDD both in message delay and
delivery ratio is maintained even as the traffic load grows.
The average saving in delay for all cases is 24.45% than MDP
and 20.10% for MED.

The simulation results verify that MEDD improves the
delay performance than MDP and MED. MEDD is also ro-
bust against the effects of the limited buffer size and the
increase of traffic load.

6. RELATED WORK
In ad hoc networks with opportunistic connectivity, to

achieve end-to-end message delivery between disconnected
parts of the network, nodes often need to carry messages
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Figure 8: Delay and ratio performance under different buffer limits with fixed message interval = 10.
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Figure 9: Delay and ratio performance under different message intervals with fixed buffer limit = 3.

around while moving. Therefore, the knowledge about user
mobility and the opportunities for user devices to interact
when they are close to each other becomes very important
for forwarding decisions.

Some work has focused on analyzing mobility characteris-
tics on data traces from universities or conference environ-
ments [9, 14, 15, 16]. These traces suggest there are some
popular locations that nodes tends to visit often and spend
most of the time. Moreover, node movement is not indepen-
dent and identically distributed. One possible reason is that
mobile devices are usually carried by humans, so the move-
ment of these devices is affected by human decisions and
socialization behavior, which are often dependent on each
other. A few mobility models [4, 17, 18, 19] are proposed
to capture the above-mentioned real-world movement char-
acteristics. The simulation model used in this paper is in
essence very similar to the one in [19] where nodes switches
between states of moving inside local hotspots and roaming
outside.

Another related work is the utility-based routing in in-
termittently connected ad hoc networks, where each node i
maintains a utility function Ui(j) for every other node in the
network. Ui(j) reflects the probability that node i will de-

liver a message to node j, and it may be based on a number
of different parameters [5, 20] (e.g., encounter history, mo-
bility, rate of change of connectivity, friendship index with
other nodes, current energy level, etc.). If the current car-
rier meets a node with a higher utility, the message is trans-
ferred to the neighbor node. Both the utility-based routing
and our approach (MEDD) are based on prediction of future
activity according to available statistics. Unlike MEDD, the
forwarding in utility-based routing is based on local improve-
ment of delivery probability. Our approach, however, aims
to optimize the end-to-end delay performance, where the
path with the shortest expected delay is selected.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new statistical invariant

called the expected dependent delay, which characterizes the
expected delay of a contact dependent on another node. The
closed-form expression of the delay on a path is given. In
highly partitioned mobile networks where two consecutive
hops on a path rarely occur at the same time, the path de-
lay can be approximated by the sum of the expected delay
of the first hop and the expected dependent delay of the re-



maining hops. The expected dependent delay metric can be
calculated easily. Therefore, the proposed routing algorithm
is applicable to a real network. Simulation results show
that our proposed algorithm performs better than other al-
gorithms that consider only either the delivery probability
or the expected delay and results in a much smaller average
message delay.

As future work, we plan to integrate our expected depen-
dent delay estimation with other routing mechanisms, such
as multi-copy routing where a message can be forwarded
to multiple neighbors, and utility-based routing where for-
warding is based on hop-by-hop decisions. Different perfor-
mance metrics of the proposed routing strategy, e.g., mes-
sage delivery reliability, will be examined. Furthermore, we
will verify the dependency among contacts using some real
movement traces and evaluate our path delay estimation in
actual sparse mobile ad hoc networks.
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